A CASE OF SCLEROSING MESENTERITIS MIMIC MESENTERIC TUMOUR WITH SMALL BOWEL OBSTRUCTION.
A DIFFICULT DIAGNOSIS
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ABSTRACT

Sclerosing mesenteritis is a rare medical condition, affecting radix mesenterii. Its initial clinical appearance is very atypical. Pathological finding was non-specific and in most cases is associated with inflammatory process. Currently there is no imaging method confirming the diagnosis, which requires in most patients to make laparotomy with biopsy from the changed tissue. At least six months of conservative therapy are needed for the patient to become asymptomatic. The material presents our experience with a patient and brief literature review.
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INTRODUCTION

Sclerosing mesenteritis is a rarely existent fibrous inflammatory lesions of the infra-abdominal fat tissue with unclear etiology, which usually possesses atypical clinical symptoms. This disease is described as a part of multifocal and systemic fibrosclerosis too, which also includes retroperitoneal fibrosis, sclerosing mediastinitis, thyroiditis of Riedel and orbital pseudotumors. Only 300 patients have been described up to now in the world literature (1). These cases constitute the diversity of symptoms and the difficult for interpretation clinical finding for this suffering. For this reason an extraordinary acumen of the surgeon, radiologist and pathologist is required, because the symptoms can be similar with other diseases calling for completely different therapeutic approach.

The diagnosis is most frequently placed during the time of laparotomy which is done in the case of tumor process with lipomatosis feature in the area of radix mesenterii. The first announcement was made by Jura (2), who describes in 1924 a patient with "contracted sclerosing mesenteritis". This term is again used in 1977 by Durt's (3) who describes 68 cases existent in the literature up to this moment and formulates the suffering as benign.

Currently most authors describe this disease as "sclerosing mesenteritis" by dividing it into three stages, each of them constituting a progressively deteriorating condition. Pathological finding starts with fat necrosis and ends with regenerative fibrosis. During the progression of this suffering fat necrosis dominates the first stage that's why it is usually named mesenteric lypodystrophy. Over the time it is substituted by mesenteric panniculitis which is characterised through intensive inflammatory process and at the end by retractive fibrosing mesenteritis when the fibrosis becomes the main pathological finding.

CASE REPORT
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Fig. 1
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A woman at the age of 56 complaining from constant, colic-like pains in the epigastrium and in the left abdominal side, occurring three months before. The patient has reduced 20 kg in weight. The routine biochemical and hematological examinations are normal. The duplex-doppler check up discovered a relatively moveable with unclear boundaries heterogenic tumor formation echographic structure with presence of doppler signals in it (figure 1). CT shows relatively homogenic, soft-tissue like, hyperdense tumor formation in the areas of radix mesenterii with a diameter of 7 centimeters (figure 2). The boundaries of the formation are unclear from the position of the neighboring small bowel fold which has been almost completely obturated.

Fig. 2

Under the conditions of delayed urgency the patient is laparotomized in view of removing the tumor formation from radix mesenterii and controlling the ileus-like condition. Intrasurgery found formation in radix mesenterii very close under the lig. Treitz with unclear boundaries, with dimensions 85/60, heavily deforming the adjacent mesenteritis, infiltrating and pressurizing the proximal jejunal fold with pronounced fibrotic changes on its serosa. Express intraoperative histological analysis and the lasting medical substance from the difficult for interpretation formation found inflammatory infiltration, composed of lymphocytes, plasmocytes, histiocytes and eosinophils and multitude of outbreaks, composed of fat necrosis, fibrotic-area proliferation and collagenous fallouts, which excluded neoplastic process (figure 4). In view of overcoming ileus-like condition the formation was removed through resection of the infiltrated small bowel fold. The passage was recovered through termino-terminal anastomosis. The patient has indicated no any substantive complaints during the next 5 months and is with recovered gastrointestinal passage.

Fig. 4

**DISCUSSION**

In the past this rarely observed benign disease is described as mesenteric panniculitis, retractile mesenteritis, isolated lypodystrophy, mesenteric lipogranuloma, engagement of mesenterium from the Weber-Christian disease and so on, but currently is said to be defined as "sclerosing mesenteritis". Under the three big examinations carried out by Durst (3), Kipfer (5) n Emory (4) 68, 53 and 43 cases were reported accordingly. This disease is still unknown to most surgeons, radiologists and pathologists. It usually affects men (2-3:1) between 50 - 60 years of age (the age varies from 20 to 80) by appearing through different clinic profile. For more than half of the cases a formation is found randomly during the time of laparotomy. For the rest of the patients a leading complaint in the clinic profile concerns the difficulty in the gastrointestinal passage (as it is with our patient), expressing itself from postprandial discomfort to acute intestine occlusion. Other rarer clinic expressions can be as follows: febrilitets, protein-losing enteropathy, intra-abdominal tumor formation with an unclear origin. The biochemical discovery most frequently does not help the diagnosis. CT finding is quite diverse, from the increas-
ing tissue mesenterium dilution ("unclear radix mesenteritis") to the solid soft-tissue mass with clear boundaries, which can encompass the mesenteric vessels as well, however, leaving one free area of fat tissue around it ("fat ring symptom") (6,7). Usually, no increased regional lymph node knots are found out. Other tumors in the radix mesenteri can express themselves through similar radiological discovery: lipoma, lymphoma, carcinoid tumour, peritoneal carcinosis or tuberculosis, mesothelioma, run-off or hematoma (as a result of cirrhosis, trauma, hypoalbuminemia, heart condition, vasculitis) (8). Percutaneous needle aspiration biopsy or trucut biopsy under an echographic control can help the diagnosis, but because of diagnostic difficulties laparotomy or surgical biopsy is needed for most of the patients. Under the existence of serous diagnostic difficulties following the interpretation of the finding from CT or MRI (as it is in our case), at present some authors (9,10) recommend laparoscopic biopsy. Intra-surgical discovery can be diverse: diffuse enlargement of radix mesenteri, single tumor mass, multitude of tumors, or a sum of nodular hypertrophic creations. Retroperitoneal and pelvic fat tissue, mesocolon and in rarer cases mesoappendix or cipplon are involved for some of the patients. The great diversity of intra-surgical finding is the reason for it to be easily mistaken for many intra-abdominal neoplasms. The histological examination shows different degree of involvement. Lypodystrophy is characterised with infiltration of radix mesenteri from macrophages saturated with fats and greatly reduced healthy fat tissue where under the increase of inflammatory process (panniculitis) lymphocytic infiltration and fat cystic necrosis grow. The last stage is identified by diffuse necrosis and fibrosis which cause tissue retraction observed under retractile mesenteritis. For some patients calcified zones surrounded by multinuclear giant cells are discovered. As for our case macrophages prevail as well as zones of fat necrosis and fibrosis. Staining with hematoxilin and eosin is most frequently sufficient for the precise diagnosis but certain cases require use of immunohistology (11). The differential diagnosis is made with foreign body-type granuloma (more fibrosis and less lipid-loaded macrophages) and with the disease of Weber-Christian (more frequently affecting the sub- skin tissue and with more lymphocytic infiltration) (12). Lipomatosis, lymphoma, retroperitoneal fibrosis have basically identical microscopic features, but lack fat necrosis (13). Despite the unclear ethiological reason, disease is described by some authors through inter-relationship with other sufferings. For some patients with sclerosing mesenteritis, AIDS (14), non-Hodgkin lymphoma (15), tuberculosis (1) or cholesterolic falls in the mesenterium (16) are to be found. Conservative therapy has not been standardised yet and is dependent on the stage of the illness. During the first stage, when fat necrosis is dominating, most authors recommend awaiting tactics because there is a tendency towards spontaneous regression. The chronic inflammation requires corticosteroid therapy and various types of immunosuppression. Positive results are reported by cyclophosphamide, colchicine, azathioprine and by oral progesteron (17). An intestinal obstruction can be developed in intensive fibrosis which will require intestinal resection bypass or colostoma formation (18,19).

CONCLUSION

The diagnosis of this non-specific, benign, inflammatory disease is a serious challenge for radiologists, surgeons and pathologists. Some authors (20) mention that the number of affected patients is much larger in comparison with the reported cases. Among the difficulties with placing our case diagnosis is in the consideration that in cases of great tumor formations in patients with obesity, laparotomy is necessary in order to reach final diagnosis or at least macro-biopsy of the tumor mass because express intraoperative histological examination and imaging findings often are contradictory.
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